
Revised Order of Service - Plan for 22nd Jan,  10am - 20 min sermon slot 

 

 

READINGS - by members of the congregation 

Genesis 12:1 - 2 

The Lord said to Abraham  

“Leave your country, your people and your father’s household and go to the land I will 

show you.  

I will make you a great nation and I will bless you. so Abram left as the Lord had told him.” 

 

Hebrews 11:13 - 16  

KJV: 
 
These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen them afar 

off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed that they were 

strangers and pilgrims on the earth. 
14 

For they that say such things declare plainly that they seek a country. 

15 
And truly, if they had been mindful of that country from whence they came out, they 

might have had opportunity to have returned. 

16 
But now they desire a better country, that is, an heavenly: wherefore God is not 

ashamed to be called their God: for he hath prepared for them a city. 

 

Matthew 4:18 - 20 

As Jesus was walking beside the Sea of Galilee, he saw two brothers, Simon called Peter and 

his brother Andrew. They were casting a net into the lake, for they were 

fishermen. 19 “Come, follow me,” Jesus said, “and I will send you out to fish for 

people.” 20 At once they left their nets and followed him. 

 

 

Josh Jones BRIEF introduction of 5pm Home Group  

 

Time frame - 20mins 

Intro  -  Peter Bowden  - 4 mins 

Photo  

 

Gods call on Abraham Gen 12; 1-4 

 

Abraham’s Encounter with the pilgrim God  

 

Abraham was asked to leave the familiar , the securities of settled wealth and the local 

deities and follow - God gave him a promised destination and blessing of land and 

descendants but not a roadmap of how to get there - it is an adventure and a reminder that 

God wants us to walk on a journey of faith  



It was the same God who would call the Israelites from the oppressive unrelenting empire of 

pharaoh and the same God in Jesus who would call the disciples from their secure familiar 

world to follow Him. He is a God who calls us to be a pilgrim. 

 

The Bible distinguishes being a pilgrim from being a wanderer  

Pilgrimage consists in going towards however uncertain the map not going around in circles 

Aimless wandering in the Bible is viewed as a curse - the consequence of a life cut off from 

its source  

Cain becomes a restless wanderer on the face of the earth 

The Israelites after the idolatry of the Golden calf are cursed to wander for 40 years in the 

wilderness  

 

This idea of wandering and a sense of routine without an ultimate purpose has 

uncomfortable resonances with modern life and it’s obsession with work and pursuit of 

distractions , with busyness but no overall vision beyond this- In seasons of my life, this has 

certainly been my experience. 

 

How do we restore a sense of vision? , hear a call to move forward?  

 

The sabbath of course is a practice designed to interrupt the ceaseless cycle of work and to 

pause , to give thanks , to celebrate , to experience beauty - as C.SLewis said “to awaken a 

desire for a far off country”  , to celebrate, to worship and give thanks, to notice the 

stranger and our neighbour… 

 

However this Sabbath pause can be for many simply a time to recover in order to be 

available for the next cycle of demands rather than a time of recreation.  

 

Pilgrimage is a Sabbath pause writ large 

 

We break with routine, we feel the need to move but in response to what?- for some to let 

what is unresolved and perhaps unheard surface , to have a hunger for beauty met, to 

experience communion with fellow seekers, to make a space to be spoken to , to give 

thanks and to celebrate, to meet with others on equal terms and let our lives speak … and 
much more 

 

 
Pilgrimage is also a tutor to us - for how we may live our life when back “in the system” - to 

enable us to come back equipped to weave the elements of a sabbath pilgrimage into our 

daily lives by bringing an attitude of curiosity, openness wonder , receptivity, and gratitude 

to the familiar , to the ordinary- to be open to transformation  

 



 
 

Now I want to hand over to the different members of the 5pm group Sarah, Steve and 

Sandy, Marie and I’ll finish off. 

 

 

Sarah  – Towards Pilgrimages Aotearoa 

 

Good morning – Ata marie koutou katoa, 

 

Quote from Allan Davidson  

Reflections on Pilgrimage and Hikoi – written for the Rangihoua hikoi 

 

“Life is a journey between the immensities -  birth and death 

The planned pilgrimages we undertake as part of our life’s journey give us an opportunity to 

reflect on our relationship with God and creation, our relationship with others, the historical 

context in which we journey, and how we should live. 

While the endpoint of a journey has its own special significance, the steps along the way are 

an integral part of the Pilgrimage.” 

 

 

 

I’ll start by coming back to some of Peter’s introductory words - to flesh them out a bit 

- “to let what is unresolved and perhaps  - unheard, -  surface “ 

 

 See Photo of Josh and cross  

 

The first pilgrimage we did was the Hikoi to Rangihoua in the Bay of Islands in December  

2017 

 

It was  organised and curated by St Georges people - Ian Gow, Jeff Harper supported by the 

historians Allan Davidson and Adrienne Puckey, Bishop Kitto contributed and a number of St 

George’s people including Josh Jones, Greg Smith, Peter and I came along. Greg Smith, by 

the way was already doing pilgrimage to Bombay following the steps of Bishop Selwyn 

 

It was this journey that has led to many more journeys for me and overtime a change in 

direction  in my life and hopefully changes in heart. 

I am very grateful for it and the work that was done to make it happen. 

 

I arrived at Rangihoua back then in 2017, after 4 days of travelling both by foot and by van,  

It was a bea bay, Oihi , it was calm and  the sun shone.   I started to learn about Samuel 



Marsden and his contribution to bringing the gospel to NZ …. I also began to be aware of 
some of the unnamed  people and unheard stories that this place represented. 

( photo of terraced hillside/pa site?) 

 

But there were no statues or monuments or towns for these people, just terraces dug into 

the hillsides, place names with stories behind them but no one to tell the stories and 

descendants who have been told the history of the past but who no longer live here. 

This struck a deep chord  in me when I recognised I simply did not know the history of my 

own country. 

I had done 7
th

 form history at Mahurangi College – in Warkworth – I remember the quotes 

on the  classroom wall – Bismarck – 3 most important words Verk,  verk and verk  

I got the history prize that year – there were three people in that class. I think that included 

the teacher,  and then at University – papers like Rome and The Barbarians, Medieval 

England  

 

…. Anyway after that journey I was invited to join an Anglican working party for future 

pilgrimages. It  was looking for funding to continue its work.  

That funding was not forth coming….. 
……  but I felt strongly to repeat this pilgrimage anyway. 

So in 2018 we started with groups of interested people, which has included some of you  to 

walk the Te Araroa trail north, again, toward Rangihoua,  

(and Marie will tell you soon about one of those journeys )  

 

Sarah’s Photos on a shuffle 

 

  
 

 
  

As we walked, however, it became apparent that if we wanted to learn more about our 

history we would have to really seek it out. , to Look hard at the landscape with the help of 

the eyes of people who come from there, to find the original place names with stories behind 

them and descendants who have been told the stories of the past 

often these things are not immediately apparent,  in fact,  sometimes it is hidden under 

layers of  more recent dominant written histories. 

 



 
 

 

So as we have continued the journey with others back to Rangihoua – and this has been 

over 4 years now of walking from Auckland  

- I have learned much more about the context that led to Samuel Marsden’s arrival in 

Rangihoua and the utter dependence he had on his companion Ruatara and Hongi Hika 

and what was happening for them, their families before Marsden arrived in that place.  

 

 

…… Last year in Oct 2022 we arrived at Paihia, Bay of Islands, and met with a group of local 

tangata whenua at a Kaupapa Marae in Russell – Haratu marae, and shared stories……this 
was a real highlight for me and there are no photos – you don’t take cameras into maraes – 

you have to tell your story. The profound part of pilgrimage for me is it is always unfolding,  

it is a journey of healing. 

 

 

The next piece of the journey will take us into the Hokianga , led now more by the people 

we have met along the way than by the Te Araroa trail.  

 

I'm very aware that everyone here has got their own adventures, their own 

important places, their own journeys and Sandy and Steve are the next to share 

theirs with a view to sabbath resistance. 
 

Photos on Shuffle - Sandy and Steve’s set of photographs = For St George’s Jan 2023 

Sandy – When Walking is not the only option 

 

I am Sandy Barnett , Steve’s wife and Steve and I are going to talk of a personal pilgrimage 

to a special place on earth which we call St Jude’s and describe why,  for us, it fits with this 

concept of Sabbath resistance. 

As the readings say and Peter has introduced,  Christians are  encouraged to see themselves 

as 'pilgrims and strangers on the earth', (Peter 2:11)  'temporary residents' whose true 

home is in heaven’ (Hebrews 11:13) and the Christian life as a faith journey towards that 

homeland (Mark 8:34) with figures such as Abraham as examples of that. 

This idea of  life as journey  to our true home,  it seems to me  is reflected in the  desire of 

many of us to invest  places on earth with special significance, places that are separate from 

our everyday lives. This is, it seems to us, to be what  this concept  of pilgrimage is - a 

journey to a special place we are called to make. These places some  call ‘thin places’ where 

the spiritual world and our physical world met or the veil between earth and heaven is thin. 

They are places that offer 'time out', space for reflection, healing for mind or body, inner 

peace or a new perspective on life: and many 'pilgrims' report that they return home 



changed in some significant way. Also  pilgrims often become absorbed into a communal 

experience on the road or when they reach their destination, and in a time where  a sense 

of community is hard to find such shared experiences can be very  moving. 

For  us this  is a place we call is St Judes. Although we don’t walk there, we drive  – it is so 

special that we have we have made a 5-6 hour-long journey  almost every year for the last 

45 years (sometimes more than once a year)  to a spot 20 mins up the back of Opotiki, 

where there is nothing , no electricity, no cell phone reception etc, just bush, a river a 

stream  and a place to camp. 

I’ll leave it to Steve to tell you why … 

 

 

Steve’s Story 

My part in this talk is to illustrate one perspective on sabbath rebellion with the story of 

Sandy’s and my annual pilgrimage to St Jude’s, Toatoa, Opotiki. It fits that bit of Peter’s 

opening notes on the sabbath: a practice to pause, experience beauty, to express what C S 

Lewis called “our desire for a far-off country” (1)
, to celebrate, give thanks, to notice the 

stranger and our neighbour. 

 

For me this annual pilgrimage has roots 50 years ago in friendship that began in a university 

Maths tutorial. My new friend, with his student friends, shared a large house called St Jude’s 

in Cowan St, Ponsonby. Its name is from when it was a home for unmarried mothers when 

that was a deeply shameful state. St Jude is traditionally the patron saint of hopeless cases.   

 

Two of the housemates came from Opotiki, one from a large farm that included some 

rugged virgin beech and tawa forest on the banks of the Tutaetoko River, an area stepped in 

Maori and early British colonial history. The student friends took to summer camping in the 

bush on the riverbank. My friend invited Sandy and I to join the camp they called St Jude’s 

and returned to each year. The farmer subdivided 65 hectares (150 acres) of beech and 

tawa forest to sell to St Jude’s. in 1980, the group, including Sandy and I purchased it to 

provide a permanent, isolated, rudimentary, back-country, place to congregate as our lives 

inevitably followed different paths and different fortunes.  

 

Soon the annual pilgrimage included children in their cradles, some conceived there, who 

now regard the place as their turangawaewae and bring their own children. Each boxing 

day, with the car packed with camping gear, we would make the five-hour journey, excitedly 

approaching the final turn-off to the Tutaetoko road, its grass-separated vehicle tracks 

leading us along the narrow winding river valley enclosed by bush-clad, soaring, razor-

backed ridges that disconnect the outside world. We swing off-road across the river flat, our 

wheels part the waters of the gravel-bedded river, ford the campsite stream and climb to 

the elevated campground, watched over by the high-gabled communal shelter that rules 

like a wharenui. 

 

We kill the motor to bathe in the serenity of the chuckling stream and the smell of freedom. 

Others, including out long-time local neighbour arrive, welcomed to the fold by joyous hugs 



and laughter. Soon all have made camp, flames lick the corrugated iron fireplace in the 

shelter; kitchen and the long table anticipate the feast. 

 

St Jude’s has seen the progress of many pilgrims. Some have gone their separate ways. 

Some relationships didn’t survive, some were repaired, and others formed. Fortunes waxed 

and waned. Several, including my initiating friend, died, all unexpectedly. But each summer 

in sabbatical rebellion the pilgrims return, congregate, lovingly prepare food, and eat 

together, commune with nature and each other, remember, reflect, and re-create, and a 

few, in all that, commune with God. All return home rejuvenated, revived, replenished, 

thankful for the love shared.   

 
(1)

1941, The Weight of Glory 

 

 

 

 

Marie’s Photos on a shuffle 

 

Marie Walker  -  Being a pilgrim 

 

 
A cup half empty, a cup half-filled, a cup overflowing  

About 4 years ago I was invited by Sarah Bowden to do an all-day walk starting from 

Mangawhai, up onto the coastal cliff walk and over looking towards  the coast of  Waipu,  

then onto rolling hills and farm land, climbing over fences, walking on sheep and goat tracks, 

and gravel roads underneath  blue skies.. 

Like Peter said about Abraham’s pilgrimage God had asked him to travel to a destination 

where Abraham had to leave the familiar. I too felt in unfamiliar territory. I had to trust that 

with friends, and God watching over us everything will be alright like a cup overflowing with 

joy and happy anticipation at the prospect of our journey. Like in the 23
rd

 Psalm where 

David writes The Lord is my Shepherd; He maketh me lie down in green pastures. He leadth 

me beside the still waters. .He restoreth my soul…my cup was overflowing in a peaceful 
union with God, myself, friends, and the environment. 

We were in every moment throughout the day, not a soul in sight. We rested for breaks 

along the way. On one such break I went to get something out of my back pack and realised 

by sleeveless jacket was not there. In one of the pockets held my car and house keys, 

driver’s license, all my plastic cards; in other words my whole identity, and means of getting 

through my city life were gone!!  

Suddenly my cup became very half empty. I began to panic as my whole identity vanished in 

a moment. Gone were the beautiful views. Gone was the sense of peace with God, and my 

environment. My identity was shaken to its core!. Who am I now, and how do I get back to 

the centre of myself and what does that look like? 

While I was trying to find my feet one of our fellow pilgrims, John,  went running off back to 

where we had just come. I didn’t hold out any hope of ever getting my identity back. My 



friends around me comforted me, helping me to trust and not worry about the worst. John 

will find it. But you do worry, don’t we all, when our sense of self is tested and shaken and 

we feel scared. 

Peter reminded us when he said, ‘when we break from our routine, and experience 

communion with fellow seekers in a different setting, to make the space to be spoken to 

and to give thanks and celebrate when with others. If we allow ourselves to weave these 

elements of a Sabbath pilgrimage where we allow ourselves to be open to being 

transformed and receptive to change was an important lesson for me on that day when I 

was struggling.. 

 through those moments I allowed myself to feel the fear, but I realised in those moments I 

also needed to let those fears go, to release them into God and not hold onto them, leave 

them at the cross,  was very important and pivotal as that is where my identity truly laid, 

and where my cup overflows. 

I prayed for God to rescue me from myself because it is in Him that we live, move and have 

our being. I trusted my friends who came through for me. To trust those who you are with, 

to trust the journey and be open to new experiences and trust and know God is in the 

centre of everything 

So, we need God, but we also need each other! And John found my jacket , and what a hero 

he was for me in those moments of uncertainty.  

 

 

 

Peter’s Photos on a shuffle 

Peter – Conclusion 

 

 
 

 

Part of the problem of bringing back a sabbath practice is that it is directly counter cultural 

-  the dominant culture with its emphasis on work and individualism often has us in its 

grip.  

 

 

 
 

So in these pilgrimages by being open to the influence of creation, the beauty of the land, 

the conversations with our fellow travellers and the chance to connect with the mana 

whenua – to make space and time to hear the stories of local iwi , to be informed by them 

and to receive their hospitality….In all these encounters some organised, some 



serendipitous  we can become aware of  a different hierarchy of values that  like the  

sabbath give us pause to re evaluate the Culture of Now and its influence on our lives. 

 

For the Traveller by John O’Donahue 

 

Josh has done the slide  

 

 


